Aquarius
Aquarius is a videoslot game with regular gameplay and two bonus games. The slot
contains 5 reels, 3 rows and 25 pay lines. All the lines are active during each spin and
there is no available option to lower the number of pay lines. The coin value (bet) is per
pay line, so multiply the bet per pay line (25) to calculate the total bet.
Prizes are won when at least 3 similar symbols show up in succession on a pay line (left
most to right).
Gameplay
First determine the bet, which can be increased or decreased by using the + and symbols.There is no ‘Max bet’ or ‘Autoplay’ option on Aquarius. Start the spin by pressing
the spin button.
The duration of the spin can be shortened by pressing the spin again (before the reels stop
spinning). When the reels stand still the winnings will show up. The number of coins won
will be determined by the symbol and by how often that symbol showed up. Each symbol
has its own value.
The coins won will be multiplied by the bet per pay line. This is the amount won on the pay
line. Because there are 25 pay lines, there can be won on more then one pay line per spin.
The payouts per symbol can be found in the pay table via the ‘i’(information) button. Note:
only the highest amount won per pay line will be paid.
Wild symbol
Aquarius’ Wild symbol is an extended Wild symbol. The Wild symbol may show up as one
symbol but can appear vertical on all symbols on a reel as well.
Double/
Quadruple
game

Double / Quadruple
After a win, the amount of money that has been won during the
spin can be doubled or quadrupled. Open the game via the
button just above the winnings.

In this double/ quadruple game a card will be drawn. Bet the winnings on a specific colour
or suit. When the card shows that specific colour or
suit, the winnings will be doubled/quadrupled. After a
win the player can choose whether he wants to collect
the winnings or to bet again. When the player
chooses to bet again, a new card
will be drawn.
When another colour/symbol
shows up, all winnings will be
lost. There is no possibility to bet
a part of the winnings in the double
or quadruple game.
Bonusgame
The bonus game (image left) appears when three bonus symbols (image right) show up in
succession on a pay line from left most to right. The bonus is a so called take-or-risk
bonus game. There are three chances to take a prize. When there are no chances left, the

coins won on the last hit will be added to the account.
Collected bonusgame
After collecting 200 ‘drops’ the
collected bonusgame appears. The
game offers ten free spins on a 3 reel
slot with 9 pay lines.
To check the symbol’s value just look
at bonus spins in your “payout
overview” which you can find through
the ‘i’ (information) button.
In the figure the value of the bet is
shown as ‘point value’. The point
value will be the average of the value
of the bets used to collect the bonus
game. When there are no more free spins left the bonus game ends and the amount won
will be collected.
Free spins
When three or more scatter symbols appear, five free
spins will be given. The bet value of the free spins is
equal to the bet value of the spin on which the free spins
have been won.

